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Description 
This import contains three interrelated modules. They provide a template for a basic 
auto attendant. Typical use would be to direct all external calls to the “Auto Attendant 
– External” module, and all internal calls to the “Auto Attendant – Internal”. Both 
modules reference the “Transfer To Operator”. 
 
The only configurations required to make this module fully functional are: 

• Record prompts for any additional language you wish to support, placing the 
additional prompts under the appropriate sub-directory 

• Create a “Is working hours?” condition, which will define the working hours 
for your company. Then select this condition in the “Is during working 
hours?” action in the “Auto Attendant – External” 

• Create a “Is morning hours?” condition, which will define the morning hours 
for your company. Then select this condition in the “Is during the morning?” 
action in the “Auto Attendant – External” 

• Select an extension for the company operator. This is achieved by opening the 
specific tab of the “Set operator extension” action - in the “Transfer to 
Operator” module. Change zero to the name of the extension that should 
represent the operator. I.e. If the operator’s extension is “OperatorExtn”, then 
the correct input should be “CP1:OperatorExtn” 

• Where appropriate in the call flow, prompts must be recorded. Please see the 
“Installation” section for more information 

 

Installation 
Save the installation file to the PC containing the Voicemail Pro Client. Double click 
on the installation file, and let it install.  
 
Start the Voicemail Pro Client and go to “File\Import Export”. 
Choose “Import”, select file type as “module”, and enter the path to the module you 
have just installed. The path of the module will be: 
<Voicemail Pro Server Waves directory>\Custom\Auto Attendant 
 
If you are unsure where the wave directory is, go to “Preferences”. The <Voicemail 
Pro Server Waves directory> relates to the “Voicemail Server Speech Directory” 
entry. 

 



 

NB 
Any prompts recorded for this call flow should also be stored at this location, but 
under the appropriate language directory. E.g. All English prompts should be stored 
in: 
<Voicemail Pro Server Waves directory>\Custom\Auto Attendant\en 
All French Canadian prompts in: 
<Voicemail Pro Server Waves directory>\Custom\Auto Attendant\frc 
 
In the call flow, the prompts should be referenced by using the “$LOC” keyword. E.g. 
the following prompt in the call flow references a prompt called “Menu.wav” 
Custom\Auto Attendant\$LOC\Menu.wav 
 
The “$LOC” keyword is substituted for the current system language. For example, if 
the system language was set to English US, then the above prompt would be 
interpreted by the Voicemail System as: 
Custom\Auto Attendant\enu\Menu.wav 
 
This allows the Voicemail Server to play different prompt sets, based on the current 
language. 
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